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Abstract : ,
Temperatures and excitation energies have been independently measured for hot

nuclei formed in the Ar on Al reactions from 36 to 65 MeVAi. Charged products have
been measui^ in a geometry close to 4 * in the center of mass wimiro^ ' •—'
and TONNEAU. The events have been sorted as a function of the impact parameter
value. The products emitted from the equilibrated incomplete fusion nuclei are separated
from the nucléons and clusters emitted in the first step of the collision <pre-equUibrium) .
and from the target-like nuclei. The qualitative variation of temperature and excitation ' !
energy values have been deduced from the charge distribution of residual nuclei and die
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transverse energy. Quantitative values are obtained from the kinetic energy disttibutk
of particles in the frame of the reconstructed equilibrated nucleus. At each incident
energy, the temperature and excitation energy are both increasing when Ae impact
parameter value decreases. For central collisions « K 2 fin), the temperature increases with
the incident energy, slowly above 45 MeV/u, and teaches a value of 7 MeV. The
excitation energy per nucléon increases similarly. The correlation between the excitation
energy per nucléon and the temperature shows an evolution of the level density |
value.
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INTRODUCTION

An aim of the study of hot nuclei is to answer the question: what is the maximum
amount of energy which can be thermalized in a nucleus ? Are mere limiiing vaines of the
temperature and/or the excitation energy ? A lot of work has already been done, giving
somewhat contradictory results (tee ref. 1 and references therein). The main problem of
most of these studies is that the temperature was determined from the value of the
excitation energy or vice versa, using the well known relation £*•> a. T*, so that these
two quantities were correlated. This is not a problem at low energies since the excitation
energy is essentially thermal *), but this prevents io track possible decondations between
these two observables at higher energies. Particularly, it is impossible to track
compression effects and/or variation of the density level parameter value if 7 and £* arc
not independently determined. Such an independent measurement of T mad E* has been
made in ref. 2, showing a variation of a with E*.

We present here the results of the analysis performed on roe 4 0 Ar+ 2 7 Al system
from 36 to 65 MeVAi incident energy (experiment performed at OANIL) in which E* and
T are independently measured. After a short presentation of the experimental setup in »
first section, we will show in the second section how we detennuie the impact parameter
of each event and how we separate the contributions of different sources of particle
emission. Qualitative information on E* and Tobtained from roe final mass distribution
and the tnmversenmnentumdistributkmwiU be discussed in s
present the methods used to determine the temperature values (section V) and the
excitation energies per nucléon (section VI) of roe hot nuclei formed in roe reaction. We
will study in section VII the correlations between these two quantities and then conclude.

I - EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND SELECTION OF WELL
MEASURED EVENTS

In this reverse kinematics system, nearly 4x in roe center of mass was covered by
using two complementary multidetector systems which extend over 2x in the Ia)
The forward angles between 3.2° and 30° were covered by a wall of 96 plastic
scintillitors arranged in 7 concentric rings located 210 cm from die target A detailed
description of MUR is found in reference 3). Angles between 30° and 90° were covered
by a spherical half-barrel (TONNEAU 4>) which was located 80 cm from the target Each
of the 36 half-staves had an aàmuthal coverage of 10°. One photomultiplierateach end of
the half-staves allowed to determine the polar angle with a resolution ± 4°.
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All events with » multiplicity larger than 1 were recocded in order to avoid an

uncontrolled bias on the selected r e a c t s . Elemenu were separated using die energy vs * ,
time of flight technique. The velocities of all particles were measured and the charges i
were identified up to Z » 8 , and particles having higher charges were labelled as Z « 9 . ']
The masses of the panicles were estimated from die value of their charges. This setup is • <
particulary efficient when the reaction leads to light and energetic parades, since particle
identification is better for particles having large velocities. Neutrons were not detected
and 10-15 % of charged particles were missed due to narrow dead areas between
detectors and to the absence of detectors at backward and very forward angles.

The first step in die event by event analysis was to reject die events for wich
' insufficient information has been obtained. This point is important in any such analysis. !

Even with a near 4x solid angle and low detection thresholds, some (or many) unlucky
events are badly measured to such an extent that their analysis is meaningless.lt was
required that the total parallel momentum of all detected products must exceed 60% of die
projectile's linear momentum. For most central and intermediate impact parameter events,
the average value is around 85%. Since the grazing angle is close to 1° and roe minimum
detection angle is 3.2°, many peripheral reaction events are etimiiiaied when the projectile
like fragment is kicked below 3.2° and most of the linear momentum is not detected.
Therefore, this selection of well measured events keeps all central and intermediate impact
parameter reactions as well as a few well characterized peripheral reactions. An

I, illustration of this selection is shown in ref. 5. i,
J, In a complementary series of measurements, die trigger was one of seven silicon {

*., telescopes installed from 7° to 28° 10).The same selection of well measured events and
^ the same impact parameter sorting was applied for these events. They are used in section

III.
K

II - SOURCE IDENTIFICATION

The next step was to sort the events as a function of their impact parameter. We
used the average parallel velocity method *> which gives die best results for die present

1 system and experimental setup. For each event, the mass-weighted average parallel ]
velocity of all detected particles and fragments was calculated, It ranges from Vpn^ for
peripheral collisions (since the target-like fragment and die particles it may emit are ,

"•• • supressed by the detection threshold) to Vcm for central collisions (since all or almost all
nucléons from the target experience at least one collision and get a velocity above the
detection threshold). Whether the detected nucléons are isolated or in fragments does not

j make any difference. We divided this interval in eleven bins. The impact parameter value j
corresponding to each bin is obtained from its cross-section (do *2xbdb). ;
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In older to determine the origin of emitted particles, we draw for each impact
• parameter bin the Lorentz invariant cross-section map 42O^Pi dfigdfti. Figure 1 shows

.J such maps for central collisions (b < 2 ftn) and for peripheral collisions (<£»>« 6fm)at
65 MeV/u. A similar figure was shown in ref. 5, at 45 MeVAi.

For peripheral collisions, only one source is seen whose velocity is close to the
projectile velocity. For central collisions, two areas are seen for light particles (Z < 3) and
one is seen for heavier particles. For light particles, one area, at high parallel velocities,
comes from a source whose velocity is higher man the center-of-mass velocity (Jem. For
heavier particles, the source velocity is the same as this fast source which is assumed to
be an incomplete fusion (projectile-like) equilibrated nucleus. Nbie that, strictly speaking,
this nucleus should be called a compound nucleus, since this name means diat die exit
channel is independent of die entrance channel However, for many leaders, it implies

~ that all projectile and target nucléons form mis nucleus. In onter to avoid any confusion,
we call it the equilibrated nucleus hereafter.

The intermediate and low velocity light particles are assumed to be due to
preequilibrium emission (nucleon-nucleon interaction in the interaction region) *> and to
emission from (!indétectable) target-like nuclei. For intermediate impact parameters, we
observe the same fact : the velocity of the fut source decreases when the impact
parameter decreases, and only one source is seen for heavy parades whose velocity is the

! same as the fast source. The more central the collision, die larger die number of particles
coming from mid-rapidiry emission, and men the more mixed die contributions of the two
areas.

^ To determine accurately the velocity of die fast source, we fit die parallel velocity
* distribution of heavy particles (Z > 6), which has no preequilibrium component, by a

, gaussian function. The velocity of die fast source is then defined as die centroid of die
gaussian. We verify afterwards that the velocity obtained is consistent with die parallel
velocity distribution of the light panicles (see fig. 2). We determine this way die velocity
of the equilibrated nucleus for each impact parameter bin.

Another point which must be checked is whether the name of "equilibrated
nucleus" used above is valid, i.e. whether die particles are issued from a thermalized
nucleus. A necessary condition is that these particles have an isotropic (or forward-
backward symmetric if there is some angular momentum) distribution in the source
frame.
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To check whether it it true, we look at the évolution of die isotropy ratio

defined as:

where pi is the perpendicular momentum of particle i, P)/ is its parallel momentum in die

source frame, and M is die number of particles emitted by die equilibrated source. This

ratio is close to zero if die spheroid of emission looks like a cigar whose axis is parallel to

- — die beam and close to 1 if die emission is isotropic. The results are shown in figure 3.

The lower curve has been obtained with all detected products taken into account The

average value of Rp is • 0.6, showing clearly die role of pre-equUibrium and target-like

emissions. <Rp> is close to 1 only for peripheral reactions, since diere are very few mid-

rapidity particles. For die upper curve, most mid-rapidity particles have been excluded by

-•" • keeping only particles with fU/ above Pern (see fig. 1 and 2). <Rp> is tiien close to 1.

The fact that a constant value close to 1 is obtained for most events does not prove mat

* I diermalization is achieved, but diat it may be achieved.

Ill - MASSES OF RESIDUAL NUCLEI

t -
A first piece of information can be used to determine if die temperature and/or the

t excitation energy of die compound nucleus increases with die incident energy for the

' most central collisions. The charge distribution of the heaviest fragment (evaporation

residue) is shown in figure 4. This fragment was detected and identified wim one of die

seven silicon telescopes and we selected diose events in which die heaviest fragment is in

a telescope. This distribution shifts to low values of Z when die incident energy

increases. Above 36 MeV/u, there is no residue with Z > 14. This disappearance of die

heavy residue was previously observed in inclusive measurements n> and was taken as

an indication that there is no more fusion above 36 MeVAi. Actually, in central collisions,

die reconstructed mass of die emitter, around A-44, shows that an incomplete fusion

nucleus is formed, even at 65 MeV/u. When die energy increases, the equilibrated

nucleus becomes hotter and die residue becomes lighter (note, however, diat die shift of

one charge observed between 55 and 65 MeVAi could be due to die enhancement of

preequilibrium emission).
{



Therefore, the shift of the residue charge distribution, «nd die correlated i
of the multiplicity of evaporated panicles, shows that die excitation energy of die A

1 compound nucleus increases with the incident energy in very central collisions. <
' • This disappearance of heavy (fusion-like) residues for this system *° Ar+ 7^ Al

and its implication for the nuclear equation of state are discussed in ref. IS. Notice that in
ref. 15, Ae calculated cross sections for massive residues do not take into account die de-
exciutkm of the equilibrated nuclei

I IV - TRANSVERSE ENERGY !

The total transverse energy value is related to the amount of initial relative motion
** transformed into other degrees of freedom during die reaction. The upper curveinfigure

S shows the average total tmnverse energy at 65 MeVAi as a function of die impact
parameter value b (determined with the average parallel velocity). It increases steadily
with decreasing b. In this figure, one should remember mat the impact parameter
resolution is about 1 fin above 3 fin and poorer below S): die most central bin (bexp < , /
1.5 fin) contains many events with b above 1.5 fia Therefore, die actual variation of
Eperp versus b is steeper than seen in die figure. This remark applies to other figures

,' > where die abcissa is the experimentally determined impact parameter value: fig. 10 and '•

i »• • i
V ' Similar data obtained at 25,36 and 45 MeWu were published in ref.5. They show

% that the percentage of initial relative energy transformed into transverse energy decreases,
for a given b value, when the incident energy increases. Ih very central collisions, it

^ dea%asesfiom30%at25MeV/u(fig.l3inref.5)to20%at65MeV/ii(fig.5).Tlie
' energy transfer mechanisms become less effective. The absolute value of ̂ 0 7 , however,

increases steadily with the incident energy : it doubles from 25 to 65 MeV/u. Clearly, the
energy dissipated from relative motion into other degrees of freedom does not saturate in
central collisions.

\ The question now is to know at which step of die reaction this dissipation occurs. '
The bottom curve in fig. 5 shows Eperp restricted to the equilibrated part, U . panicles
withpV/ greater than Pern, as above. For central collisions, £pc^ (equilibrated) is less * .,_,

: . than half Eperp (total) showing that, in this light system, a large amountof energy is
dissipated at an early stage of the reaction. That strongly reduces die excitation energy
(and mass) of the equilibrated nuclei subsequently formed.

: This curve also shows that £ w (equilibrated) increases from peripheral to central j
collisions. This is another qualitative indication that the excitation energy of the !



* equilibrated nuclei is larger in central collisions. More sophisticated methods are
necessary to get numerical values of £* and T as a function of die impact parameter and ;
incident energy. J
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V - T E M P E R A T U R E M E A S U R E M E N T

The temperature parameter is determined by a fit of Ae kinetic energy spectra of
light particles in the source frame, i.e. in die equilibrated nucleus frame. As seen in fig. 1
top, in order to minimize the mid-rapidity contribution, these spectra have to be taken at
forward angles, but not too forward in order not to be too much sensitive to the
uncertainty on the source velocity value. An additionnai advantage of these forward
angles is that their data come from Mur detectors which have a longer time-of-flight <

" — distance (2.1 m) and therefore a better resolution than Tonneau (0.8 m). The kinetic '
energy spectra plotted at 10°, 30° and 50° in the equilibrated nucleus frame (see fig. 1 top)
are shown in fig. 6.

- - The function used to fit the spectra is :
(2)

* I W ( £ ) » a ( £ ~ g )

I. T*
J' • V
-•• ' ' where T is the slope parameter, B a barrier parameter and a a normalization constant.

%x The residual part seen at high energies is assumed to come from preequilibrium emission
or from projectile fragmentation, since these particles have a velocity close to the

^ projectile velocity. This is not inconvenient for the temperature determination because mis
part constitues a tiny amount of the total number of particles ensued at mis angle. This tail
is larger for higher values of the emission angle, as can be seen in figure 6. This figure
also shows that the slope values are quite independent of the emission angle.

One should note that one would easily be fooled by this high energy component . 1

) If events issued from a broad range of source velocities were mixed together, then one '
would see only one slope, with a high slope parameter (10-20 MeV). The usual effect of
experimental uncertainties is to make this slope parameter toger than it actually is. That ' •-.
might well be the reason for high slope parameter values obtained in several experiments.

Figure 7 shows such spectra at 30° for different impact parameters at 65 MeV/u
for particles with Z « 2 (mostly a particles). The value of T obtained this way is not die

i initial temperature of the hot compound nucleus. These spectra are die result of a long and j
' complex decay chain in which die mass and the temperature of the emitter vary widi time. 1

; 8
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To estimate this initial temperature TÛU, we used an event generator developped by D.
Durand *). The mass, charge, excitation energy and temperature are input values of diis
code.

The temperature issued from final kinetic energy spectra was determined. This so

called "measured" temperature can be compared to the initial one. Two cases have been •

studied : mass A • 30 and mass A » 50, which are the extreme masses of the
equilibrated nuclei formed in the reactions. Two different relationships between E* and T

have been assumed. Firstly, die level density parameter was set to the commonly used
value a * A/8. Secondly, the parametrization based on the liquid drop model and
dependent on the temperature and the mass, according to reference 9, was used. The I

| results of these calculations are shown in figure 8 for neutrons, Z » 1 and Z « 2

particles. The correspondance between the initial and "measured" temperature is almost ,
„ ^ independent of the level density parameter and of the emitter's mass. For low

temperatures (T < 3 MeV), the shift is small but is larger than 20 % for the highest
temperatures. Note that this shift is only due to the de-excitation chain. The full line
corresponds to the average correlation used to estimate the initial temperature from the
measured one.

Another method to determine the initial temperature has die advantage of being ,
based on experimental data only 13>. It makes use of the fact that the measured

^ multiplicity is the sum of all a-particles over the entire cascade. Therefore, the initial

. ' temperature of a nucleus in a narrow excitation energy interval between £*i et £*2istoa '

\ good approximation, ;
^ (T- -WV2 Ti -Vi T\ n\

where V2 and vi are the average multiplicities of a-particles measured at £*i and

r - £*2 (where E*i > £*i). This simple formula has been applied to neighbour impact

parameter bins, where the difference £*2 • E*\ is around 8-15 MeV1 the temperature

difference Tt - T\ is weak (0.2 - 0.4 Mev) the measured multiplicities V2 and Vi differ by

0.3-0.5 units. It leads to 7 ,•„;, values which are plotted in fig. 9 versus the 7JM values

obtained above. The points are well located around the equal value line. This agreement \

' between the two methods is satisfactory.

The variation of the initial tempetaturc versus die impact parameter at roe different

incident energies is shown in fig. 10. Two general trends are observed: '""

i) For a given incident energy, the initial temperature increases when die impact

parameter decreases, typically from 3 - 4 MeV for semi-peripheral reactions to 6 - 7 MeV

for the most central ones. i

I H) For central collisions, the initial temperature increases with die incident energy !

I up to 45 MeV/u and seems to «niain steady at a value cf 7 MeV, «increases slightly.

4 V



VI - ESTIMATION OF E*/A

We ru3w want to detenrune the exduaV» energy per nucléon independendy of die • \

temperature. The basic method is to sum all die kinetic energies of all die parades emitted
by die compound nucleus, taking into account die mass balance. For dut, pre-equilibrium
and evaporation components must be separated. We will present here die results of two
prescriptions.

The first one assumes mat a particle is emitted by die fast source if its parallel
velocity is greater than 80 % of Pcm- As can seen in fig 2, dus cut ensures dut most
particles emitted by this source are taken into account, but unfortunately a large amount
of preequilibrium particles are included. This will lead to an overestimation of bom die
mass and die excitation energy of die reconstructed fusion compound nucleus. The
second prescription uses die fact that die preequilibrium particles are very rare at high
parallel velocities. For light particles, only tiiosc whose velocity is higher tiian die source
velocity are taken into account and their contribution to die mass and excitation energy is
multiplied by two. This assumes that die equilibrated nucleus is completely diermalized
(symmetric emission of particles) and is true only on average. Event by event, diere are
large fluctuations of die mass and energy, but die average values are correct

Another problem is to take into account die neutrons, which are not detected.
Their multiplicity is estimated by assuming dut die charge on mass ratio of die
reconstructed nucleus is die same as for die total system. Their kinetic energy is assumed
to be twice die temperature of die emitter. The excitation energy per nucléon is tiien given
by:

(4)
XiL . 1

E*IA S M*+Û+"2T M

where E1^n is die kinetic energy of particle i in die equilibrated nucleus frame, M

die charged particle multiplicity, Q die mass balance, n die neutron multiplicity, T die

temperature of die source and Ames the reconstructed mass of die equilibrated nucleus

including neutrons. The value of T taken for dus estimation is not die value measured in

the previous section. To have an almost complete independence between dis two

determinations, it is assumed tare that the temperature 7 is equal to Y 8 . £ * / A . A second

degree equation on E* is obtained, whose one solution has a physical meaning.

In each case, for a given incident energy, E*/A increases when die impact

parameter decreases : figure 11, obtained with die second prescription.

10
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These curves extrapolate to £ * / * • 0 at te grazing impact parameter value (" 8
fm), as they should. The values obtained widi te first prescription are strongly increased •

, by the contribution of te preequilibrium emission, since teae panicles have a large J
kinetic energy in te source frame, but contribute only stighdy to te reconstructed mass. '

4

! This leads to a difference of 1.5 MeV between te two prescription fer te mow central
collisions. For those collisions, £*M increases slowly up to 65 MeV/u ; it reaches 7 MeV
with te first prescription and 5.5 MeV widi te second one. Since te first prescription
gives systematically too high values, we use it only to get an upper limit The second one
is expected to be correct

The masses and charges of te reconstructed equilibrated nucleus take into
account te estimated neutron multiplicity, te detector efficiency and te underestimation
of te charge and mass of fragments widi Z > 9. The most surprising fret is tet te CM$
does not vary much wim te impact parameter, and remains rater constant at a value
A -43-45 for te second prescription (A "45-48 for te first one) at 45,55 and 65
MeV/u. As shown in a previous paper S), te preequilibrium and target-like emission
increases strongly when te impact parameter decreases, and can reach a curd of te total
system. More and more nucléons (those in te overlap region) participate in te reaction
when te impact parameter decreases, but a larger number of tern are promptly emitted
for most central collisions. These two effects cancel each ether for dus small system. In

t addition, a target-like nucleus may remain. That leads to a rater constant mass of te
equilibrated nucleus.

* VII - CORRELATION BETWEEN E*/A AND T

. We will now study te correlation between £*/A and T. The goal of this study is
to track some modification of te behaviour at lower energies where te excitation energy
per nucléon is proportionnai to te square of te temperature. This modification could be
due to a variation of te level density parameter value 9 or to compression effects which
would take a large amount of available energy.

Figure 12 shows te evolution of the square of te initial temperature as a function
of E*/A calculated with the second prescription (since it is te best one), for incident
energies ranging from 36 to 65 MeV/u and for different impact parameters. We see tel
te values obtained are coherent from an energy to anoter onejnd lead to te usual value
of AfS for the level density parameter at low excitation energies. At higher energies, dus
value shifts continuously to AfIO.

This value of a • AfS is not due to te value of AfS taken in formula 4 to estimate
the excitation energy removed by neutrons. Indeed, if a smaller value (say, A/10) is taken

U
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in formula 4, then the value of E* I A increases slightly, i.e. a evolves slightly in the

opposite way.

These results are not in contradiction with those obtained by the Grenoble-Texas

A&M collaboration (experiment performed at the SARA facility) which show mat the

level density parameter tends to decrease to a value of A/13 at high excitation energies 2).

The difference between the values obtained at high energies could be due to the different

sizes of the two systems.

CONCLUSION

This study shows the care needed to disentangle the contributions of different
sources and then to determine the associated excitation energies, temperatures and masses
of the thermalized nuclei. The estimations made here are not accurate enough to clearly
establish if the initial value of T saturates or increases with the incident energy. Notice
that the values obtained here are average values for each i m r ^ parameter bin and that die
excitation energy can reach higher values in some events, especially in the most central
collisions. It would be worth to select the events with a better impact parameter
resolution. This is difficult since b £ 1 fin means selecting 30 tab out of the » 2 bams
of the total reaction cross section. Hopefully, the new generation of multideteciors14) and
complementary measurements will give more accurate results.

We can summarize the three general properties of hot nuclei formed in the
4QAr + 27Al collisions :

• The temperature and the excitation energy per nucléon increase when the impact

parameter decreases, for a given incident energy.

• For central collisions (b < 2 fin), the initial temperature reaches a value of

7MeVabovc45MeV/u.

• For these collisions, the excitation energy per nucléon increases when the

incident energy increases and it reaches 55 MeV at 65 McV/u.

12
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Figure captions.

. ] Figure 1: Inviriant cross section maps at 65 MeWu for peripheral (left) and central
, reactions (right). The equilibrated nucleus velocity is 0.33 C at • 6 fin and 0.295 c below

2 fm. From this velocity, two lines «45° and 55° indicate the particks taken » build the
- kinetic energy distributions at 50 ± 5 ° in die equilibrated nucleusframe (fig. 7).

Figure 2: Parallel velocity distributioni for different particles at 65 MeWu for peripheral
(top), intermediate (middle) and central (bottom) collisions.

Figure 3: Average value of the isotropy factor, Rp, versus the impact parameter value.
The reference frame is the rest system of the equilibrated nuclei, as seen in fig. 1 and

*** 2.The vertical bars show the FWHM of the distribution in each bin. The lower curve has
been obtained by taking all detected particles, the upper one by taking essennaly the
particles emitted by the equilibrated nuclei (i.e. particles with pV/ > pent, see fig. 1 and

Figure 4: Mass distribution of the residual nucleus for central collisions, from
25 MeWu to 65 MeWu.

M i,
Figure 5: Measured transverse energy EpfrPt in total available energy unit Ecmi versus \
the impact parameter value at 65 MeVAi. The upper curve includes all detected products. ' v

^ ] The lower curve includes only the products from the equilibrated nucleLThe vertical bars
* show the FWHM of the distribution in each impact parameter bin.The grazing impact

parameter value is * 8 fm.

Figure 6: Kinetic energy distributions for Z=2 particles at 65 MeWu for different angles
in the equilibrated nucleus frame (see figure 1). Hie high energy tail seen at high angle
values is due to pre-equilibrium particles. The cut a low energies seen for 6*10° is due to
the hole of 3.2° in MUR. \

Figure 7: Kinetic energy distribution in the equilibrated nucleus frame (see figure 1) for
Z»2 particles at 65 MeVAi and for different impact parameter values. The full line
represents the fitted function used to determine the apparent temperature.
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! * Figure 8: Correspondance between Ae initial and Ae "measured" temperature values
obtained from simulated data. The points noted BG correspond to a level density

! parameter issued from reference 7. The full line shows Ae average dependence taken to
estim«.e Ae initial temperature from Ae "measured" one.

1 Figure t : Comparison of initial temperature values obtained by two meAods. Abcissa :
from Ae measured temperature, one obtains Ae initial temperature via figure 8
(evaporation calculation according to ref. 8). Ordinale : one uses Ae difference of
measured temperatures and multiplicities between two neighbouring excitation energy
bins (formula 3, from ref. 13). 1

Figure 10: Initial temperature of Ae equilibrated nuclei versus Ae impact parameter v

value at incident energies 36,45,55 and 65 MeVM For clarity, Ae error ban are not
shown ; Aey are " 1 MeV. The grazing impact parameter value is • 8 fm.

Figure 11: Excitation energy per nucléon of Ae equilibrated nuclei versus Ae impact
parameter value. Like in fig. 5 and 10, due to Ae impact parameter resolution, Ae actual

' , variation as a function of b is steeper than shown by Ae plot, especially below 3 fin. , ,'

Figure 12: Evolution of Ae initial temperature versus Ae excitation energy per nucléon
', I • for 36 MeV/u (open circles), 45 MeV/u (closed triangles), 55 McVAi (open triangles) and '
• J65 MeV/u (closed squares). Each point corresponds to an impact parameter bin.
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